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Abstract
This study aimed to determine variations in tomotherapy beam outputs at
multiple institutions. Measurements were obtained at 22 radiotherapy instituf msr
tions. The first parameter was the absolute dose to water ( Dw,Q
) in the mamsr

chine-specific reference field ( f msr ), which indicated a static field in the tomotherapy reference conditions defined by the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) study group. The second measured parameter was the difference between the measured and the planed doses in the intensity modulated
radiotherapy (IMRT) verification plans, which were created using a solid
phantom by the vendor during tomotherapy apparatus installation to adjust
the beam output. The IMRT verification plan error at each institution was defined as the systematic error of the beam output; Dw,fmsrQmsr was subsequently
modified. The Dw,fmsrQmsr values of four institutions with a modified energy fluence per ideal open time (EFIOT) were lower than the values at other institutions. The mean value of all institutions except those four was 0.994 ± 0.013
Gy (range: 0.974 Gy, 1.017 Gy). When the Dw,fmsrQmsr value was corrected by the
IMRT verification error, this variation decreased. In addition, the mean IMRT
verification errors in the TomoDirectTM and TomoHelicalTM modes with the
TomoEDGETM mode were 1.2% ± 0.8% (range: −0.6%, 1.8%) and 0.2% ± 0.5%
(range: −0.6%, 0.9%), respectively (p < 0.05). Those without the TomoEDGE
mode were 0.6% ± 1.0% (range: −1.0%, 1.7%) and −0.7% ± 0.7% (range:
−2.3%, 0.4%), respectively (p < 0.001). The variations in tomotherapy beam
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output across multiple facilities were very low, except at facilities where the
EFIOT was modified. The beam output was affected by the mode (e.g., TomoHelical), and it would be recommended to investigate the difference of the
beam output due to differences in the mode in order to equalize the beam
output.

Keywords
Tomotherapy, Machine-Specific Reference Field, Multiple Institutions,
Beam Output

1. Introduction
Tomotherapy (Accuray, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) is a unique machine for delivering intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) treatments using multileaf collimators (MLCs) of 64 leaves while synchronizing with the gantry rotation and moving the patient into the beam plane at constant speed [1]. However,
it is impossible with this machine to measure the absorbed dose to water under
standard reference conditions composed of a 10 cm × 10 cm square field and 100
cm source-to-surface distance (SSD) or source-to-axis distance (SAD). Therefore, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) study group defined new
reference conditions for treatment units, such as tomotherapy and CyberKnifeTM
(Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA), that cannot establish standard reference
conditions [2]. The tomotherapy reference conditions were defined as a 5 cm ×
10 cm field and 85 cm SSD or SAD.
So far, many national and international dosimetry audits have been reported
[3]-[14]. However, there is no large-scale investigation that focused on tomotherapy beam outputs, and the variation is not clear. During multi-institution
clinical trials, unification of the doses delivered to tumors and organs-at-risk is
an important step toward reducing the number of cases needed for clinical trials
and the reliability of the final trial results. The present study aimed to determine
variations in these beam outputs among multiple institutions, based on the tomotherapy reference conditions. As tomotherapy delivery synchronizes with the
gantry rotation and the couch movement, it is also important to verify the error
of IMRT verification plan. Therefore, in this report, it also aimed to clarify the
effect of errors due to delivery mode by investigating errors among multiple institutions. The compared delivery modes were TomoHelicalTM, TomoDirectTM,
and TomoEDGETM modes.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Description
Measurements were obtained at 22 radiotherapy institutions between September
2015 and October 2015. In contrast to the visit or postal audits conducted in the
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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context of a multi-institution clinical trial, the radiotherapist at each institution
performed measurements using their own equipment, which included a water
tank and ionization chamber. Two parameters were measured at each institution. The first parameter was the absolute dose to water ( Dw,fmsrQmsr ) in the machine-specific reference field ( f msr ), which indicated the static field according to
the tomotherapy reference conditions defined by the IAEA study group [2]. This
parameter was measured to evaluate variations in beam output. The second parameter was the difference between the measured and the planned doses in
measurement of the IMRT verification plans, which were created using a cylindrical Virtual Water™ phantom called “Cheese phantom” (Figure 1(a)) by the
vendor during installation of the tomotherapy apparatus to adjust the beam
output [15]. The tomotherapy beam output was adjusted to match the calculated
values of the TomoTherapy Planning StationTM (PS, Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale,
CA, USA). The IMRT verification plan error at each institution was defined as
the residual error of the beam output; subsequently, the absolute dose to water in

f msr was modified.
The measured dataset was provided by the radiotherapist at each institution
and included the correction factors of the ionization chamber used for the measurements. We obtained permission for the public release of data from all institutions after masking the institution names.

Figure 1. A photograph of the cylindrical Virtual Water™ phantom and representative
plans for IMRT verification. (a) The Exradin A1SL™ ionization chamber can be inserted
into a hole in the phantom for dosimetry. (b) Dual target plan: targets were set for central
and left regions of interest (ROIs). (c) On-axis plan: a target was set for the central ROI.
(d) Off-axis plan: a target was set for the left ROI.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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2.2. Correction Factors of the Ionization Chambers Used for the
Measurements
All institutions used an Exradin A1SL ionization chamber at an operation voltage of +300 V, which was supplied by a TomoElectrometerTM (Standard Imaging, Middleton, WI, USA). The A1SL ionization chambers in all institutions
were calibrated by Association for Nuclear Technology in Medicine (ANTM),
which is a secondary standard dosimetry laboratory in Japan. The following parameters were obtained from all institutions: dose to water calibration coefficient
( N D,W,Q0 ), ion recombination correction factor (ks), polarity effect correction
factor (kpol), temperature and pressure correction factor (kTP), tissue phantom
ratios at depths of 20 and 10 cm under the tomotherapy reference conditions
(HTTPR20,10), and electrometer calibration factor (kelec).

2.3. Measurement of the Absolute Dose to Water in the
Machine-Specific Reference Field; fmsr
The same procedure file was installed in the TomoTherapy Operator StationTM
(OS, Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) of all cooperating institutions. It consists of a field size of 5 cm × 10 cm, static mode gantry and couch, and a total delivery time of 32 s (including 20 s with all binary MLCs closed). Using this installed procedure, absorbed dose measurements were performed for the beam
axis at a 10 cm depth in a water tank with an 85 cm SSD setup. The absolute
dose to water in f msr ( Dw,fmsrQmsr ) was defined as follows:
f msr
f msr , f ref
Dw,fmsr
Qmsr = M Qmsr N D,w,Q0 kQ ,Q0 kQmsr ,Q

(1)

is the electrometer reading value in f msr multiplied by the corwhere M Qfmsr
msr
rection factors (ks, kpol, kTP and kelec), N D,w,Q0 is the dose to water calibration
coefficient for the reference beam quality ( Q0 ), kQ ,Q0 is the quality conversion
factor from Q0 to the beam quality (Q) of the standard (conventional) refer, f ref
is the quality conversion factor from Q to
ence conditions ( f ref ), and kQfmsr
msr ,Q
the beam quality of the tomotherapy reference conditions ( Qmsr ). To calculate
kQ ,Q0 , the value that multiplied 1.027 [16] by the HTTPR20,10, was defined as the
beam quality index (TPR20,10) in the conventional reference conditions.
The ANTM provides an estimated relative uncertainty of approximately
0.52% (coverage factor: 1) for the value of N D,w,Q0 . The relative uncertainty regarding the long-term stability of a user’s dosimeter, establishment of reference
conditions, electrometer reading value, and correction factors were given uncertainties of 0.3%, 0.4%, 0.6%, and 0.4% (coverage factor: 1), respectively. These
uncertainties were proportional to those in the IAEA technical reports series No.
398 [17]. The relative uncertainty for kQ ,Q0 was assigned a value of 1.0% for the
f , f ref
was given a value of 1.000 and
gamma ray of 60Co [18]. The value of kQmsr
msr ,Q
uncertainty 0.3% [18]. Measurement expanded the estimated uncertainty by approximately 2.9% (coverage factor: 2).

2.4. IMRT Verification
An example of the plans is shown in Figure 1. In Japan, the vendor created a
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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dual-target plan (Figure 1(b)) for institutions that installed tomotherapy equipment after July 2013. The vendor created both on-axis (Figure 1(c)) and off-axis
plans (Figure 1(d)) for institutions that installed equipment before July 2013.
We selected the plan for a jaw width of 5 cm to match the f msr from all commissioned jaw widths. In each cooperating institution, the Exradin A1SL ionization chamber was used to perform measurements of each target region. We calculated the mean errors of measurements in the target regions of a dual-target
plan or both on-axis and off-axis plans. If an optional license was available for
TomoDirectTM mode and/or TomoEDGETM mode, as well as for traditional TomoHelicalTM mode, this institution could provide all error values in the available
combination modes. The TomoDirect mode uses a fixed gantry angle instead of
rotational beam delivery [19]. The TomoEDGE mode uses dynamic jaw technology with dynamic field width adaptation at the cranial and caudal edges of a
target [20]. Either the TomoDirect or TomoHelical mode can be selected for a
single plan. Further, the TomoEDGE mode can be included or omitted in each
plan. Therefore, institutions with licenses for both the TomoDirect and TomoEDGE modes provided four plans.
Not all institutions used IMRT verification during routine quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC); accordingly, we did not force data provision.
Therefore, IMRT verification data were limited.

2.5. Data Analysis
The correlation between Dw,fmsrQmsr and IMRT verification error was assessed using the Spearman’s rank correlation (r). In order to know the true variation of
machine output, we revised Dw,fmsrQmsr according to the IMRT verification plan
error using the following equation:
=
Dw,fmsr
Dw,fmsr
Qmsr
Qmsr (1 − E 100 )

C

(2)

where, C Dw,fmsrQmsr is the corrected Dw,fmsrQmsr and E represents the percentage IMRT
verification plan error.
In addition, Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to evaluate and compare the
systematic IMRT verification errors of the TomoDirect and TomoHelical modes.
RTM statistical software (version 2.15.2; R Project for Statistical Computing;
Vienna, Austria) was used for all analyses. P values < 0.05 were considered to indicate significance.

3. Results
3.1. Variations in Parameters of the Exradin A1SL Ionization
Chamber
Figure 2 shows the variations of N D,W,Q0 , ks and kpol of the Exradin A1SL ionization chambers used by the participating institutions. The mean values of
N D,W,Q0 , ks and kpol were 0.570 ± 0.014 Gy/nC (range: 0.534 Gy/nC, 0.594
Gy/nC), 1.003 ± 0.001 (range: 1.000, 1.005), and 1.000 ± 0.002 (range: 0.999,
1.007), respectively. One institution reported an outlying high kpol value of 1.007.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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Figure 2. Variations in parameters of the Exradin A1SL ionization chambers. (a) Dose to water calibration coefficient, ND,W. (b)
Recombination correction factor, ks. (c) Polarity correction factor, kpol. A solid line on each figure shows mean value, and two
dashed lines show 95% confidence intervals.

Among the other parameters, the kelec values were 1.000 in many institutions,
except for one institution that reported a value of 0.997. Although the HTTPR20,10
values varied widely from 0.606 to 0.627, the kQ ,Q0 value in this range was
1.001.

3.2. Absolute Dose to Water in the Machine-Specific Reference
Field; fmsr
Figure 3 shows the values of Dw,fmsrQmsr . Four institutions had lower values relative

to the other institutions. The mean value of the latter (excluding the four institutions) was 0.994 ± 0.013 Gy (range: 0.974 Gy, 1.017 Gy).

3.3. IMRT Verification
Measured data were provided from 22 institutions. Table 1 shows the IMRT verification modality used by the institutions involved in this study. Data of four
institutions with low Dw,fmsrQmsr values were not used for analysis.

Figure 4 shows the scatter plots of the Dw,fmsrQmsr values versus the mean per-

centage errors in the IMRT verification measurements. The correlation coefficients of plans using the TomoDirect mode without (Figure 4(a)) and with the
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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Figure 3. Variations in the absolute doses to water in machine-specific reference fields at
multiple institutions. Four institutions (circles filled in grey color) had lower values relative to the other institutions. Excluding these four data, the solid line indicates the mean
value of the corrected values, and the two dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 4. Correlation between the mean percentage IMRT verification error and absolute dose to water in a machine-specific reference field. Correlation coefficients for the combinations of (a) TomoDirect without TomoEDGE, (b) TomoDirect with TomoEDGE, (c) TomoHelical without TomoEDGE, and (d) TomoHelical with
TomoEDGE; the respective values were 0.727 (Spearman’s rank correlation, p < 0.05), 0.500 (p = 0.27), 0.236 (p =
0.44), and 0.414 (p = 0.36). Two dashed lines on each figure show 95% prediction intervals.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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Table 1. The number of IMRT verification modality used by the institutions involved in
this study.
TomoDirect

TomoHelical

With TomoEdge

7

7

Without TomoEdge

12

13

TomoEDGE modes (Figure 4(b)) were 0.727 (Spearman’s rank correlation, p <
0.05) and 0.500 (p = 0.27), respectively. The correlation coefficients of plans using the TomoHelical mode without (Figure 4(c)) and with the TomoEDGE
modes (Figure 4(d)) were 0.236 (p = 0.44) and 0.414 (p = 0.36), respectively.
We corrected the Dw,fmsrQmsr values using Equation (2) and the error from each

institution that used the TomoDirect mode without the TomoEDGE mode. Figure 5 shows the values of

C

Dw,fmsrQmsr and Dw,fmsr
Qmsr . The mean value of

was 0.984 ± 0.007 Gy (range: 0.975 Gy, 0.997 Gy). The variation of
creased to a greater extent than that of D

f msr
w,Qmsr

C

C

Dw,fmsrQmsr

Dw,fmsrQmsr de-

. Similarly, the values of

C

Dw,fmsrQmsr

obtained using TomoDirect with the TomoEDGE mode, TomoHelical with the
TomoEDGE mode, and TomoHelical without the TomoEDGE mode were 0.980 ±
0.011 Gy (range: 0.974 Gy, 0.990 Gy), 0.989 ± 0.011 Gy (range: 0.984 Gy, 1.003
Gy), and 0.998 ± 0.011 Gy (range: 0.950 Gy, 1.020 Gy), respectively.
Figure 6 shows the errors between calculated and measured IMRT verification values. The mean IMRT verification errors in the TomoDirect and TomoHelical modes with the TomoEDGE mode were 1.2% ± 0.8% (range: −0.6%,
1.8%) and 0.2% ± 0.5% (range: −0.6%, 0.9%), respectively (Wilcoxon signed
rank test, p < 0.05). The mean IMRT verification errors in the TomoDirect and
TomoHelical modes without the TomoEDGE mode were 0.6% ± 1.0% (range:
−1.0%, 1.7%) and −0.7% ± 0.7% (range: −2.3%, 0.4%), respectively (p < 0.001).

4. Discussion
The Exradin A1SL ionization chamber was used for measurement in this investigation, which was routinely used for all institutions. Therefore, the data shown
in Figure 2 would be useful for determining whether the A1SL ionization
chamber of each institution is functioning normally. Muir at al. reported that the
standard uncertainty of the normalized ND,W,Q0 coefficients among the chambers was 3.4% [21]. According to our results, the standard uncertainty of the
normalized ND,W,Q0 coefficients was 2.5%, determined as the standard deviation
(=0.014 Gy/nC) divided by the mean value (=0.570 Gy/nC). The variation in
ND,W,Q0 coefficients in this study was comparable to that in previous reports.

Regarding kpol, the American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
Report 67, addendum to task group (TG) 51 protocol, recommended that the
variation in polarity correction factors from unity should remain within ±0.4%
at any energy [22]. Only one institution had a polarity correction factor with a
difference of +0.7% from unity. Although kpol was remeasured in the chamber at
that institution, the value did not change. A major leakage current was also not
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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Figure 5. Variations in the corrected and non-corrected absolute doses to water in the
machine-specific reference fields at multiple institutions. The solid line indicates the
mean value of the corrected values, and the two dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 6. The error between the calculated and measured IMRT verification values (a)
with and (b) without the TomoEDGE mode; these errors differed significantly between
the TomoDirect and TomoHelical modes (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.05 with the
TomoEDGE mode and p < 0.001 without the TomoEDGE mode).

detected. Because all other institutions had a kpol value of 1.000, the effect of the
uncertainty of kpol on Dw,fmsrQmsr was small.
Ost et al. reported that the mean static output of the tomotherapy equipment
at four institutions was 6.238 ± 0.058 Gy (one standard deviation; 1 SD) for 60 s
at a depth of 10 cm in water and 85 cm SAD [23]. In our results, the mean value
of the outputs at multiple institutions was 0.994 ± 0.013 Gy (1 SD) for 12 s at a
depth of 10 cm in water and 85 cm SSD. If the delivery time and measurement
distance are revised via calculations, our result yield 6.208 [=0.994 × (60/12) ×
(95/85)2]. In fact, our results included a few binary MLC transmission (approximately 0.3% [24]), but our results did not demonstrate a significant difference
in output compared to previous reports. In this investigation, the expanded unDOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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certainty (coverage factor: 2) could be estimated as 2.6% (=2 × 100 × 0.013/0.994)
from the actual measurement value. This value was approximately equivalent to
the expected value (2.9%), as described above. The variation in beam output was
adequately small and within expectable uncertainty.
The Dw,fmsrQmsr of the four institutions was lower than that of the others (Figure
3). A modeling parameter, energy fluence per ideal open time (EFIOT), is used
in tomotherapy beam models [25] [26]. EFIOT defines the tomotherapy dose
rate in the PS and is usually given as a specific value at all institutions. However,
in Japan, some early adopters of tomotherapy requested decreases in their institutional EFIOT values because of legal limitations (the upper limit of dose rate).
Therefore, it was necessary for these institutions to achieve decreases in tomotherapy beam outputs that would equal the calculated value of the PS. Through
an interview survey, we determined that the four institutions had intentionally
decreased the EFIOT values.
The Dw,fmsrQmsr value showed the strongest correlation with the mean percentage IMRT verification error for combinations of the TomoDirect mode without
the TomoEDGE mode in all combinations of the mode (Figure 4(a)). The reason for this strong correlation would be that the fixed gantry and the fixed jaws
were used in this delivery mode. In addition, the error of the TomoHelical mode
(Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d)) was smaller than that of the TomoDirect (Figure
4(a) and Figure 4(b)). This result demonstrates that the frequency of use of the
TomoHelical mode is clinically high in many institutions and that the output is
adjusted so that the error of this mode is small.
When the Dw,fmsrQmsr value was corrected by the measured IMRT verification
error, the variation in this value decreased as shown in Figure 5. This result demonstrates that appropriate adjustment of the beam output at each institution
would lead to further decreases in inter-institutional variations in Dw,fmsrQmsr . It is
difficult to achieve complete accord of the measured IMRT verification errors
among all commissioned jaw widths. Therefore, the beam output is adjusted to
minimize the mean error at all commissioned jaw widths or at a high-priority
jaw width. However, the beam modeling parameter jaw fluence output factor
(JFOF) allows adjustment to accommodate differences in fluence at each jaw
width [25] [26]. By precisely adjusting the JFOF value for each jaw width, the
beam output of each institution will be able to achieve unity.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to describe differences in
errors between measurements obtained in the TomoDirect and TomoHelical
modes. Although Schiefer et al. reported the results of a TLD audit for the TomoHelical and the TomoDirect modes, differences in errors between these
modes were not described in the report [3]. The current commissioning process
does not include a beam modeling parameter to correct differences in the errors
between measurements according to mode. In the future, this difference might
be canceled by the introduction of a new beam modeling parameter in the PS,
such as a parameter that would allow adjustment of the fluence in each mode.
Modification of the fluence per mode would allow the beam output to equalize.
DOI: 10.4236/ijmpcero.2018.71008
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However, as the cause of the difference is not clear at present, so it is necessary
to investigate the difference as the next approach.
This study has one notable limitation. This investigation did not comprise a
visit or postal audit. Because one radiotherapist in every institution performed
measurements using their own equipment, the measurement processes may have
introduced some operator-dependent uncertainty into the results. We are planning to visit or postal measurements to grasp the uncertainty in detail.

5. Conclusion
We investigated the tomotherapy beam outputs at 22 institutions using an Exradin A1SL ionization chamber at each institution. For the chamber correction
factors (e.g., N D,W,Q0 , ks, kpol), we provided the standard values in the presented
data. The presented data are therefore beneficial information for tomotherapy
f msr
was similar to that of a previously pubusers. In addition, the value of Dw,Q
msr
f msr
lished paper. The variation in Dw,Qmsr was small, except at institutions where
EFIOT had been modified, and remained within the uncertainty. Currently,
modes (e.g., TomoHelical) affect beam output; therefore, it would be recommended to investigate the mode dependent beam output difference in order to
equalize the beam output.
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